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ABSTRACT 
The least squares residuals from the standard linear model have a variance matrix 
which is a function of the n X 9 matrix of observations on the regressors. We examine 
two classes of residuals which do not suffer from this defect. Our first class of residuals 
(LUZ residuals) has a variance matrix which is a scalar multiple of an n x n 
idempotent matrix of rank n - 9 specified by the user, and our second class of 
residuals (LUS residuals) has a variance matrix which is a scalar multiple of the 
(n - q)X(n - 9) identity matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the model 
y=Xp+& 0.1) 
where y is an n x 1 vector of observations on the dependent variable, X is an 
n x q matrix of observations on the q regressors, ,l3 is a q x 1 vector of 
parameters, and E is an n X 1 vector of disturbances, and where X has full 
column rank q. 
Let P = [P, P,] be an n x n orthogonal matrix partitioned by its first q 
columns and the remaining n - q columns, such that P,‘X = 0. Now X = 
PP’X = P,U, where U = P/X is a q X q nonsingular matrix, so that the least 
squares estimator of & 
#13=(x’x)-‘xyy, (1.2) 
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may be obtained by solving Up = P;y, and the least squares “estimator” of E, 
z=y-x/2, (1.3) 
may be obtained as 2 = y - P,P;y or as E = P2Piy. 
The words estimate, estimator, and estimation relate to the determination 
of the values of the fixed parameters /I and u2, whilst predict, predictor, and 
prediction refer to the determination of (future) values of the dependent 
variable. If we are unwilling to extend the meaning of either of these sets to 
include the determination of the values of the disturbances, then we must find 
suitable alternatives. In this paper we will use the words approximate, 
approximutor, and approximation in parallel with estimate, estimator, and 
estimation. 
Having thus defined our terms, we can now define our problem: we are 
concerned with the approximation of E in the model (1.1) when 
E(E) = 0 and E(EE’) = u’l,,. (1.4) 
In this context the least squares approximator satisfies 
E(t) = 0 and E(S) = 02PzPi, (1.5) 
which is inconvenient for certain statistical purposes, as the variance matrix is 
a function of X. We therefore consider approximators of the form .E = B’y 
which satisfy 
E(E) = 0 and E(W) = a2L2L’,, (1.6) 
where B is an n x n matrix and L, is a given n x f matrix of rank f. It is 
readily established that the general form of such a linear “unbiased” ap- 
proximator of E with fixed variance matrix a2L,L’, (LUF approximator) is 
E = L,QP,‘y, where Q is an f X (n - 9) matrix satisfying QQ’ = Zr 
In the sequel we will assume that f = n - 9 and that L, is an n X (n - 9) 
matrix satisfying L’,L, = I, _9, and will call 5 = L,QP,‘y a LUZ approximator 
of E. In this context 2, = L’,S is a linear approximator of s2 = C2.s satisfying 
E(E,) = 0 and E( z&) = u~Z~_~ (1.7) 
corresponding to 
E(E~) = 0 and E(E~E;) = u~Z,_~. (1.8) 
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That is, E, = QPLy is a linear unbiased approximator of e2 with a “scalar” 
variance matrix, which is known as a LUS approximator of ~a. 
There are two well-known methods which use the orthogonal matrix 
[P, Pz] in the computation of B. In the first [P, P,] is constructed as the 
product of q Householder transformations, whilst in the second it is con- 
structed as the product of a sequence of Givens rotations. In both methods 
the model (1.1) is premultiplied by [P, P2] ‘, and B = U- ‘Pi’y is obtained 
from the first q rows of the transformed model 
(1.9) 
whilst the last n - q rows of (1.9) contain a vector of LUS residuals. If the 
first method was used to construct [P, P,], then the elements of Ply are 
known as LUSH residuals [49], and if the second, then they are known as 
recursive residuals [19]. In the second case the last n - q columns of Pi will 
contain a lower triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements. 
2. BLUS APPROXIMATORS 
The definitions of 2, = QP,‘y and .? = L,QP,‘y both contain the arbitrary 
(n - q)X( n - q) orthogonal matrix Q. It seems reasonable to choose Q to 
minimize 
E( Ez - E~)‘( Z, - +)=e2tr(QP,‘- L’,)(P,Q’- L,) 
= 2( n - q)a2 - 202 tr( QP,‘L,) (2.1) 
or to minimize 
E(i?-e)‘(z--)=02tr(L2QP,‘-Z,)(P,QZ’,-Z,) 
= (2n - q)a2 - 2a2 tr( QP,‘L,). (2.2) 
In either case we have to choose Q to minimize tr(QPLL,). 
Let P,‘L, have singular value decomposition 
(2.3) 
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A 
A, = diag{ ASS:OtXt} = ” 
[ 1 o tXt 
is an (n - 9)X( n - 9) diagonal matrix and A,, is an s X s diagonal matrix 
with positive elements on its diagonal, and where V = [V, V,] and W = 
[W, W,] are (n - 9)~(n - 9) orthogonal matrices partitioned by their first s 
and the remaining t = n - 9 - s columns. And let Gij = W,‘QV, for i, j = s, t; 
then tr(QP;/La) = tr(G,,A,,) is maximized subject to the orthogonality of 
1s 0 
G=O G,,' [ 1 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
where G,, is an arbitrary t x t orthogonal matrix. Thus the best linear 
unbiased approximator of &a with a scalar variance matrix (BLUS approxima- 
tor) is given by 
5, = (W,V,’ + W,G,J’,‘)P;y, (2.6) 
and the best linear unbiased approximator of E with variance matrix 
u~L,L~(BLUZ approximator) by E = L,.?,. 
If P,‘L, is nonsingular, as will often be the case in practice, then (2.6) may 
be rewritten as 
L, = wv’P,y 
= (WA,W?) - ‘WA,V’P,y 
= (L’,ML,) +L,,My 
and 
ii= L,(L’,ML,) -1’2L,,My, 
(2.7) 
(2.6) 
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where M = P,P,‘. If L, is a submatrix of I,, then (2.7) is Theil’s [51] BLUS 
approximator and (2.8) is Koerts’s [36] BLUZ approximator. The general 
result (2.8) is due to Abrahamse and Koerts [2]. Further generalizations 
(BLUF approximators) have been developed by Dubbelman, Abrahamse, and 
Koerts [14] and Dubbelman [13]. Our derivation of (2.6) follows Grossman 
and Styan [25] and Das Gupta [8]. 0th er authors refer to s and I: as vectors of 
generalized LUS and BLUS residuals. Our abbreviations LUZ and BLUZ 
reflect this usage, as the final 2 ‘s are reversed S ‘s. 
3. CHOICE OF L, 
If there are several possible L, matrices, then we should choose the 
candidate which maximizes 
tr(A,,)=tr(A*)= tr(WA1W’)=tr(L;MLs)1’2. (3.1) 
In particular if L, is completely unrestricted, then (3.1) is maximized when 
L, = Pz, t, = PLY, and i= My = 2. If we are not willing to set L, = P2 
because M = P,P,’ is a function of X, then it seems reasonable to choose L, 
so that L,L’, is chose to M. This result may often be achieved in the context 
of economic time series by setting the i, jth element of L, equal to 
c,,_,~s w-Nn-jh 
‘1 
[ 1 2n ’ 
(3.2) 
where (2/n)1/2[~,j, czj,...,cnj]’ is the eigenvector of 
corresponding to its jth largest eigenvalue h j = 2 + 2cos( jr/n). See [55, p. 
3711. 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL FORMS 
The matrices L;P,P,‘L, and L’,P,P[L, = I,_, - L’, Pz PLL, are both posi- 
tive semidefinite, so that the eigenvalues of PLL2L’,P2 and the singular values 
of P,‘L, lie between zero and one inclusive. If further P,‘L, is nonsingular, 
then P,‘L, has singular value decomposition 
Z 
P,‘L, =v n’ 
[ I A W’, (4.1) 
where V and W are (n - q)x( n - q) orthogonal matrices, A is a k X k 
diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements lie strictly between zero and one, 
and m=n-q-k. 
Let L, be an n X q matrix satisfying L;L, = 0 and L; L, = I,; then 
PlL,L;P, = I,_, - PiL,L$P, =Vdiag{ OnrXm: I, - A2}V’, and P2/L1 has sin- 
gular value decomposition 
PiL,=V 
0 
i 1 mxp T’, r (4.2) 
where T is a q x q orthogonal matrix, I is a k X k diagonal matrix satisfying 
I’+ A2=Z, whose diagonal elements lie between zero and one, and p = 
q - k. 
Similarly L;P,P;L, = I, - L;P,P,‘L, = Tdiag{ I,: A2}T’, so that P;L, has 
singular value decomposition 
P{L,=S 
[ 1 IP T’, A (4.3) 
where S is a q X q orthogonal matrix. 
Finally we have P[L,L;P, = I, - P;L,L;P, = Sdiag{ OpXp: P2}S and 
L’,P,P{L, = I,. , - L;P2PLL2 = Wdiag{ Omxm: 12}W’ so that P;L, has sin- 
gular value decomposition 
0 
P{L, = s 
PXm 
[ 1 ro W’, (4.4) 
where Pa is a k x k diagonal matrix satisfying It = I”. 
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Now 
P,‘P, = P2/L,L\P, + P,‘L,L’,P, 
0 
=v 
mxp 
rA + AI’, I 
T’ 
and 
L’,L, = L’,P,P;L, + LhP,P,‘L, 
0 
=w “iXp 
r,A + AT I 
T’. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
But P,‘P, = 0 and L’,L, = 0, so that r, = - r and P;L, has singular value 
decomposition 
P;L, = - s 
0 
[ 1 p x m W’. r (4.7) 
This result is due to Paige and Saunders [42]. 
Let 2, = L;X, Z, = LkX, and Z = L’X; then 
z,z;‘=L;P,(L;PJ1=w Omxp 
[ I 
T’ 
- rh-' 
(4.8) 
and 
E, = Wv’P,‘LL’y 
=W[ Omxp r]TfL;y+W[ In1 A]W”;v 
= (L’,MLp[ - z,z,’ In-J L’y. (4.9) 
Thus the BLUS approximator may be obtained by premultiplying 
[ - Z,Z; ’ I,_,] L’y by the positive definite square root of 
L;ML, = In_-9 - Z,( Z’Z) - lzg 
= z 
I n-q + z,( z;z,) -‘z;] - l, 
(4.10) 
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whilst recursive residuals are obtained if we premultiply it by the left lower 
triangular square root of (4.10). 
Further 
t, = WV ‘P,LLZ 
= L’,: + WJT,‘L’rE - W,( I, - A)W,‘L’,2 
= L)2i. + W,lY( I, + A) ‘T;L;; (4.11) 
= Z&i.- Z,Z;‘T,(Zk+ A-‘) -‘T,‘L;& (4.12) 
where 
W,‘L’,?= W;L;P2P2/y = AIY-‘T,‘L;P,P,y = AT-‘T,IL;E, (4.13) 
and where W = [W, W,] is partitioned by its first m and the remaining k 
columns and T = [ Tr T,] by its first p and the remaining k columns. The 
equation (4.12) is Theil’s [52] computational form of the BLUS approximator, 
which has been programmed by Farebrother [ 181. 
Now Z,Z;‘TI = 0, so that 
L,( L’,i - E,) = L,Z,Z,‘T,(Zk + A-‘) -lT,L;C 
= L,LkXZ;‘Tdiag( B: (I, + A-‘) -‘> T’L;? 
z.z (XZ;lT-LrT)diag{B:A(Zk+A))‘}T’L’rE 
= P,Sdiag{ I,: A-‘}diag{ B: A(Zk+ A)-‘} T’L’,; 
- L,Tdiag{ B: I, - (Zk + A) -‘} T’L\a 
=P,Sdiag{Z?:(Zk+A)-‘}T’L’rE 
+ L,Tdiag(Z, - B: (I, + A) -‘) T’L;E- L,L;2, (4.14) 
where B is an arbitrary p X p matrix. Setting B = iZp and rearranging terms, 
we have Dubbleman’s [13, p. 861 computational form of the BLUZ approxi- 
mator 
E=L&=P-(PIS+LIT)diag(~Z,:(Z,+A)-’)T’L;T (4.15) 
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5. DURBIN’S AND SIMS’S LUZ APPROXIMATORS 
Let V = [V, V.] and W = [W, W,] be partitioned by their first m and the 
remaining k columns, and let V, = [0 V,] and W, = [0 W,] be (n - 9)X 9 
matrices: then E can be written in the form 
E= LsWrViPi’y + LsW,v,‘P,‘y. (5.1) 
This approximator is optimal according to the criterion (2.2), but it is fairly 
difficult to compute. We might therefore prefer to use a LUZ approximator of 
the form 
E = LsW,V;P,‘y + LsWc HV,IP,ly (5.2) 
where H is a q X q orthogonal matrix. 
The matrices C = diag{ I,: l?}, D = diag{ I,: A}, S, I’, and U= P;X are 
all 9 x q nonsingular, so that we can find q X 9 orthogonal matrices Ho, H,, 
and H, such that 
R, = - H$2SsU, (5.3) 
R, = HiCT’, (5.4) 
R, = - H;CDS’U (5.5) 
are q X 9 upper trianghrlar matrices with positive diagonal elements. We thus 
have 
L;X = - W,CS’U= W,H,R,, 
P,‘L,=VoCT’=VoH,R,, 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
and 
Further 
P,L,L;X = V,coS’U= - V,H,R,. 
L, = P,P,L, + P,P{L, 
= PsVrWi + P,V, AW,l - P, S r Wi 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
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so that 
L,W, = P,v, (5.10) 
Durbin’s [16] LUZ approximator is defined by 
~D=g,+gl, 
and Sims’s [48] approximator by 
5, = g, + g!?,, 
where 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
= L,w,w,‘L; y 
= L, [ I,_, - L’,X,( x;L,L’,xs) - Ix;I,,] L’,y, (5.13) 
g, = L,W,H,H;V,P;Y 
L,W,H,H&‘P,‘y 
= - L,L;XR,‘R,TXtL,L;P,P,,y, 
X k submatrix 
indeterminacy has no effect on g, or g,, and 
only affects g, through L,R; ‘; in particular, g r is negated if L, is negated. 
This observation has serious for Durbin’s approximator, 
approximator tends to the BLUZ and the BLUZ 
tends to be the least squares in the limit as L, 
tends to Pg. 
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6. THE BAUS APPROXMATOR 
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Let to be a q x 1 vector generated independently of E with the properties 
E(&) = 0 and E( &&) = I,> (6.1) 
and let y0 = &a = &$‘a, where b2 = Z/( n - q); then we may combine (1.1) 
(1.4), and (6.1) as 
(6.2) 
or 
Y* =X*/3+&*, E( E*) = 0, E(E*E;) = u~I,,+~. (6.3) 
Let 
then P2*‘Lg = [ P2 0] ’ has singular value decomposition 
and the BLUS approximator of E = L~‘E* in the augment tc :d model (6.3) is 
given by 
E, = p2 PII z;q 
[ 0 
= p2q2 + +p,t,, 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
where G, is a q X q orthogonal matrix, q2 = PLY, and t1 = G,t,. This is 
Hildreth’s [32] and Dent and Styan’s [lo] best augmented unbiased approxi- 
mator of E with a scalar variance matrix (BAUS approximator). 
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If g, - N(0, us& ) and ,$I - N(0, I,), then Tiao and Guttman’s [54] 
approximator 
is normally distributed N(0, u2Z,,), but 
71h2 
e*= PC&q2 + - 
[ 1 l/2 n-q p ( 1 1 
is not. However, if we replace (6.8) by 
El3 =P2q2+ 2 1'2P151. I 1 2 2 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
where .$s - N(0, I,_,) independently of t1 and q2, then (6.9) is proportional 
to 
-E = ii& 1’2p292 + p,‘t,, z 
(I 
[ I 4772 (6.10) 
which is normally distributed N(0, I,). This is Bornholt’s [5] best unbiased 
random normal (BURN) approximator; (6.9) is not a BAUS approximator. 
To show that Es/a - N(0, I,), we note that P2t2 + P,t, - N(0, I,), and 
that P2c2 + P,[, can be written in the form 
$ = (&$y2P2 52 
(Gi,) 1’2 
+ P&,, (6.11) 
where t2/(54.52>“‘2 is uniformly distributed over the surface of the (R - q)- 
dimensional unit sphere independently of t&E2 - x2(n - q) and tr - N(0, Is). 
Now 712/(71912)~‘~ is also uniformly distributed over the surface of the 
(n - q)-dimensional unit sphere independently of ,$$$‘2 and .$i, so that we can 
replace ~2~/(5&)“~ by r~~/(&s~)“~ in (6.11) without altering its distribu- 
tion. Thus Es/u has the same distribution as &-/a and EC/u - N(0, I,), and 
we may deduce that ~a/u - N(0, I,). 
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7. APPLICATIONS 
LUS residuals have been used since 1891, when Pizzetti [44] employed a 
set of recursive residuals in his derivation of the distribution of 2% = fuzz. See 
[20] for details. More recent applications of LUS and LUZ residuals include 
Brown, Durbin, and Evans [6], Galpin and Hawkins [22], Hassan and Johnson 
[29], Harvey [26], Harvey and Collier [27], Khan [34], Ramsey [45], and 
Ramsey and Schmidt [46] in the context of specification error tests; 
Dubbelman [12, 131, Hedayat, Raktoe, and Talwar [30], Hedayat and Robson 
[31], Harvey and Phillips [28], Szroeter [50], and Theil [51, 531 in the context 
of tests for heteroscedasticity; Abrahamse and Koerts [l], Abrahamse and 
Louter [3], Dent and Cassing [9], Dubbelman [12, 131, Durbin [16], Durbin 
and Watson [17], Fraser, Guttman, and Styan [21], King [35], Koerts and 
Abrahamse [37,38], Phillips and Harvey [43], Theil[51,53], and Ward [56] in 
the context of tests for serial correlation; and Beckman and Cook [4, pp. 
128129, 1331, Draper and John [ll], Gentleman [23, pp. 592, 5991, and Tiao 
and Guttman [54] in the context of tests for outliers. More generally, Kadiyala 
[33] has shown that the most powerful test of the null hypothesis 7)s - 
iV(0, CI 2Z,_,) against the simple alternative q2 - N(0, u2Us’QP2) is defined by 
the rejection region 
sl,( PW2> - i2 < c 
%.q2 
*7 (7.1) 
where (Y is the predetermined size of the test and c, is so chosen that (7.1) 
holds with probability (Y under the null hypothesis. This test is also the most 
powerful invariant test of &(ZZa - N(0, a2Z,) against .s]Hi - N(0, ~~9); see 
[17, p. lo]. 
The list of references also gives details of several theoretical papers which 
have not been cited by name in this paper. 
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